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In the Range of Light:

The Yosemite





{1}

How wondrous it is to breathe
In Yosemite Valley—
This sublime mountain temple 
In the bosom of nature.

Towering rocky peaks
Inspire lofty spirit in us.
Thundering waterfalls
Invigorate our heart.

Simple peace deepens
In this sacred haven.
A humble pilgrim prays
In heartfelt thankfulness.



    {2}

Fresh morning mists waft 
Along rugged mountain trails;
Climbing up and down 
They lead to Glacier Point.

Dissipating dense fogs,
The glorious sun rises;
In breath-taking grandeur
A divine view unfolds.

Soaring above the Valley
Reposing deep in peace,
Sunlit peaks of living crags
Sing in blissful harmony:

Majestic El Capitan,
Heroic Three Brothers,
Noble North Dome, and lofty
Clouds Rest shine in splendors. 



Vibrant Nevada Fall explodes
In thrills; gentle Vernal Fall sings
With grace; grand Yosemite Fall
Exults in uplifting vigor.

Magnificent Half Dome beams
Heartfelt compassionate smiles; 
It looks aloof and mysterious,
And yet, so close and intimate.

Crisp fresh mountain air 
Invigorates my body.
The wondrous panorama 
Inspirits my vision.

Lofty sublime spirit 
Of High Sierra
Gently permeates 
Deep into my soul.



{3}

Glowing at sunset
Mystic Tuolumne River flows
In realm of pure light.



{4}

In deep ripe autumn
Calm Merced River reflects
Numinous Half Dome.



    {5}
                                

Wherever I wander
In the Range of Light
The gentle voice of John Muir
Reverberates in my ears:

How deeply he exalts
With such earnest love
The sublime splendors
Of these divine mountains!
 



                      {6}

Giant sequoias tower up
High into the heavens— 
The largest of all creatures;
The oldest among the living;
The most divine in this world.



{7}

In flashes of lightning
Afloat ethereal sea of clouds
El Capitan soars.



      {8}
         

                   

Wawona Road weaves
Through steep cliffs and deep ravines
In thick sweeping mists.



          {9}

Yosemite Fall in spring flush
Exults in breath-taking splendors;
Exuberant torrents explode
Through sheer heights of steep rocky cliffs,
Plummeting into stark chasms.

Deafening thunderous roars turn
Into vibrant spiritual songs.
How subtly everything flows
In the mystic river of time—
All to merge into infinity!



                 {10}

Majestic El Capitan shines
At glorious sunrise.
It stands to protect all creatures
With universal justice.

Its magnificent reflection
Suffuses limpid Merced River.
Blissful peace pervades
This abode of the sublime.



           {11}

Godlike sequoias
Tower up to high heavens.
I kneel down in prayer.



{12}

Jagged granite peaks
Of stout Three Brothers soar up
In mighty thunderstorms. 



    {13}

Graceful Bridalveil Fall glows
In serene golden sunset.
Its spray of holy water blesses
This peaceful haven for prayer.

The gracious voice of the fall
Reverberates in my heart.
How gently it purges my soul
As a mother soothes her child.



    {14}

Three climbers dare to scale 
The colossal El Capitan— 
Sheer, stark, granite massifs  
Rising three thousand feet aloof.
They cling on a thin line of life-
Or-death for taut challenges.

What a paltry, frail 
Creature a man is.
Yet why does he strive 
To reach the summit?
The deepest mystery 
Of nature is man.



{15}

Yosemite Fall
Thunders in grandeur.  I breathe
In vital spirit.



{16}

Divine trees inhere
In Tuolumne Grove—secluded isle
Amid sea of struggles.



{17}

     
On stark unearthly glacial polish
An ancient pine stands aloft in calm sunset,
Looking deep into the realm of light.

How noble and heroic it looks
Like the wise and merciful Prometheus 
Suffering for the sake of mankind.

 



{18}

                         

Gentle Tenaya Lake welcomes
A weary lonesome wanderer
To repose on its pleasant shore.
The man breathes in pristine beauty.

The mirror-like limpid water
Reflects stately peaks crowned with snow
In ethereal tranquility.
Time seems to take a timeless rest.

         



            {19}

Along clear mountain streams 
Dogwoods bloom.  Mellow fragrances
Soothe a tender soul.

 



             {20}

Cascade Creek exults
In spring run-off.  I breathe in
Its fresh vibrant verve.



        {21}

A serene alpenglow suffuses
The vigilant Sentinel Rock. 
Its subtle reflection quivers
On the gentle Merced River.

A strange little bird alights 
On the calm pristine shore;
It sits so still as if painted
In a mythical picture.



      {22}

    

Cathedral Spire—the exquisite
Sculpture in granite—towers up
To high heavens.  It looks alive
Singing a divine music.

A pool of thawing snow 
Reflects the mystic light,
Coming from the living
Rock deep into my heart.



{23}

Setting sun imbues
El Capitan with gold sheen.
I pray rapt in bliss.



{24}

Gracious Vernal Fall— 
How gently it purges my heart 
From worldly worries!



{25}

Dispersing subtle veils of mists
Full moon rises above pensive Half Dome; 
The mysterious visage glows  
With inspiring spiritual light.

Serene Merced River reflects
The breath-taking ethereal sight.
A mystic breath of the sublime 
Pervades this sacred sphere of light.



        {26}

When I returned to Mirror Lake
In thirty years, sadly it had turned
Into a dull desolate swamp—
Heartbreaking ravages of time.

The limpid graceful lake has gone;
And yet its timeless reflection 
Of the pristine light keeps glowing
On a serene lake in my heart.



{27}

Calm Merced River
Reflects lofty Cathedral Rocks;
Peace pervades my soul.



             {28}

Abode of the sublime—
Mariposa Grove nurtures
Divine sequoias.



     {29}

Descending the winding Tioga Pass
I come across the surreal Mono Lake.
The vast expanse of still water
Reposes in eerie tranquility.

Exquisite tufas bedeck
The strange lake with exotic charm.
The more I look around, the deeper
I feel its entrancing magic spell.



       {30}

In late autumn Merced River 
Turns into a small quiet rill;
Its deep bed, strewn with huge boulders,
Reveals esoteric sculptures.

Exuberance of its spring flush 
Is hushed to gentle modesty;
Everything flows with the seasons
In mystic cycles of eternity.

                            



        {31}

El Capitan Fall,
Blown in winds, rises to heaven  
Afloat sheer misty rainbows.



                    {32}

Tioga Road leads 
To sacred High Sierra
Amid vast sea of snow.



          {33}

Sheer colossal cones 
Of lucid ice glitter
In resplendent rays
Of the rising sun.

They bedeck the lofty walls 
Of Yosemite Fall,
Exulting in winter’s 
Awe-inspiring splendors.

Streams of melting ice 
Adorn the shining fall;
They look lively flowers 
Coming from heavens.

Ethereal rainbows 
Waft in cool fresh mists.
An elated man bows 
To beauteous grandeur.



                  {34}

Rapt in awe and wonder I stroll
Through the sacred Mariposa Grove—
The sanctum of giant sequoias. 
These divine trees have prevailed
Here for many thousands of years;
They have witnessed all the rises and falls
Of the fleeting civilizations
In the drama of humanity.

Trembling in humility
I touch the lofty colossal trunks
Towering high to reach heavens;
How gently their fresh barks caress
My humble hands, as if they were
To infuse a mysterious breath
Of life deep into my heart.
Here I feel a touch of eternity.



{35}

                    

Big Oak Flat Road climbs
Through breath-taking panorama,
Inspiring wonders.



               {36}

Dense fogs shroud stark crags.
Alone I stroll through muted Valley
Rapt in blissful peace.



         {37}

Dry barren Yosemite Fall
In searing summer’s heat— 
How eerie it feels to stand still
Beneath these stark rocky walls;
In this utter silence I hear
The deep voice singing in my heart.



                {38}

Autumn deepens in the Valley.
Beneath sacred Cathedral Rocks
Gracious Merced River pauses still,
Reflecting the spiritual light.  
A meek soul is filled with wonder.



          {39}

Stark stern Polly Dome 
Looks into Tenaya Lake
With warm gentle love.



                              {40}

Incense cedars bloom
With fresh snow-flowers. I adore
Chaste pristine beauty.



             {41}

Lofty immense El Capitan soars
Upside-down in a reflection, 
Suffused on a clear mountain stream.

An elated timid face appears  
On the limpid water, looking 
Deep into inner reflection.



        {42}

In serene pristine dawn
Sheer ethereal mists embrace  
The stately Sentinel Rock,  
Floating aloft the dreamy Valley. 

   
It seems to ascend 
Into high heavens,
Leaving us forlorn 
In the mundane world.

Who will keep watching over  
This wonderful sanctum
When its sentinel flies 
Up into the beyond?



{43}

El Portal Road dances
With vibrant Merced River,
Exulting in joy.



{44}

A sequoia cone
Cuddles divine seeds to thrive
For many thousand years.



{45}

El Capitan Meadow reposes
In muted winter sunset. 
Serenity pervades
The peaceful Valley.
      
A herd of mule deer grazes 
Around shallow pools of melting snow.
A wanderer relishes
Sweet heartfelt rest in deep mountains. 



                 {46}

  

In blissful calm before sunrise
I come to the sacred hollow

  Of vibrant Yosemite Fall.
How tranquil it feels here
Amid such thunderous roars!
They sound like gentle lullabies,
Pervading deep my elated heart.

In time the glorious sun rises; 
It shines vivid resplendent rays 
On the exuberant waterfall.
How wondrously they set ablaze 
Torrents of water splashing in splendors!
Nature imbues this grand sanctum
With spiritual exultation.



{47}

Black oaks adorned with snow
Hum in hushed Valley.  A man 
Strolls rapt in deep thought.



               {48}

Lofty Nevada Fall 
Exults in sublime splendors,
Taking my breath away.



    {49}

A stump of ancient sequoia
Stands still deep in Tuolumne Grove. 
It had withstood countless harsh storms 
And droughts through millennia
Till struck down by a mighty lightning.  

Elated with exciting wonders,
A man enters the hollow trunk;
A timeless throb of mystic life
Seems to resound with the heartbeat
Of this ephemeral pilgrim.



         {50}

In subtle light of pristine dawn
A mirror-like pool of thawed snow
Reflects the ethereal Half Dome.

The numinous mountain in mists
Looks ascending to high heavens,
Awakened in an enlightened realm.



           {51}

On lofty stark glacial 
Polish, a stout pine stands aglow
Watching calm sunset.

 



{52}

Fervid wild flowers
Carpet Crane Flat.  I breathe in
Earthly paradise.



             {53}

In this tranquil mountain night
Bright stars seem to come down so close,
Hymning sublime music of universe
In deep eloquent silence.



       {54}

The pensive visage of Half Dome
Is imbued with calm alpenglow;
It rises alone at golden sunset
Aloft in the limpid azure sky. 

Its serene reflection suffuses
The motherly Merced River,
Gently flowing through lush meadows
In this pristine realm of pure light. 



{55}

Glacial polishes glow
In crimson sunset.  A man
Ponders where to go.



{56}

Nevada Fall blesses
A pilgrim, praying to hear
Her deep inner voice.



{57}

In quick thunderstorms
Impressive mists creep 
On sheer granite spires.
Lofty peaks disappear  
And reappear in ever

                  Changing panorama.
The mountains look floating 
On an ethereal sea of clouds.

Suddenly golden sunbeams 
Pierce through dark clouds; they shine 

                  On stark peaks soaring up to sky.
These real mountains become 
Truly surreal entities;
Amid this sublime splendor 
Of mystic lights and shades
All things seem to transcend 
Into spiritual beings.



{58}

An old noble pine triumphs in life;
It stands aloft on stark glacial polish, 
Silhouetting against crimson sunset.

 Its ancient tortuous torso entwines
In grandeur of heroic travails.

What a miracle of life—
How nobly it has prevailed
In dire struggles to survive aloft!
In composure for millennia
It attests the triumph of life.



       {59}

Lofty mountains reflected
On half-frozen streams—I adore
Their austere splendor.



 {60}

Moonlit Half Dome beams
Spiritual light.  Blissful peace
Pervades a meek soul.



 {61}

The sun sets in mountains.
Calm dusk deepens in the Valley.
The mystic visage of Half Dome
Glows in magnificence. 

A pilgrim pauses by the river, 
Musing on inner reflection:
Vain thoughts vanish into the void;
All things inhere in immanence.



      {62}

A still night deepens 
In the peaceful Valley.
Towering peaks glitter
In limpid moonlight.
Beautiful stars flow 
In the celestial rivers.

All creatures have nestled 
In their own sweet abodes.
Through tranquil hours I stay awake,
Listening to the vibrant song
Of Yosemite Fall;
How deep it resounds in my heart!



           {63}

Stark glacial polishes— 
How unearthly they look; yet
Here noble pines live.



{64}

Alone at Glacial Point
A man bows to Half Dome, aglow
In spiritual light. 

 



{65}

A sea of snow prevails 
In late spring on High Sierra.
Distant mountains look like
Tall ships sailing in the vast sea.

Tuolumne Meadow cuddles 
Limpid ponds, fed by singing rills 
Of thawing snow. Strange wild flowers 
Bloom in exotic splendors.

Balmy breezes gently invigorate 
My body and soul.  Am I walking
In a waking dream?  Or am I
Awakened in a real paradise?



{66}

Still autumn night deepens 
In muted peaceful Valley.  
Humbly I come to pray 
Beneath Bridalveil Fall. 

The ethereal spray 
Of blessing water
Gleams like a pure stream 
Of holy light, coming
From a spiritual realm 
To purify my soul.



{67}

Half Dome smiles at dawn
Awakened from meditation
In spiritual realm.



       {68}

Cathedral Peak shines
Amid High Sierra.  I pray
To see inner light.



{69}

On sheer stark glacial erratics
At the desolate Olmsted Point
A humble pilgrim pauses 
To pray in serene sunset.

High Sierra mountains reflect
Golden rays of the setting sun.
A gentle alpenglow suffuses
The lonesome figure on the rock.

A tranquil dusk deepens 
In the peaceful Valley.
Subtle nostalgia touches 
The wayfarer’s yearning heart.



           {70}

In tranquil pristine dawn
The ethereal Half Dome looms aloft
Like a god rapt in deep thought.

It seems to know all things—  
Past, here and now, and yet to come:
Our joys and woes; hopes and despairs.

A humble pilgrim prays
To the sacred mountain
For inner awakening.



           {71}

On glacial polish
An old pine imparts to me
Deep mystery of life.



{72}

Colorful leaves glide
On mountain streams; autumn paints
My soul in pure bliss.      



      {73}

Mystic light and divine music
Of these sacred living mountains— 
May I breathe in their lofty spirit
To sing of the sublime beauty.



      {74}

Majestic El Capitan 
Glitters in limpid moonlight,
Towering to uphold heavens
And earth like the mighty Atlas.

Gracious Merced River prays
Beneath the colossal crag,
Imploring god for mercy
To all creatures in the world.

A humble pilgrim stays awake
Through this moonlit mountain night,
Pondering how to fulfill 
His vows before he falls asleep.



{75}

Dewdrops on a leaf—
How deep they reflect mountains
Into inner realms.



    {76}

In this realm of light
A man breathes in pure spirit
Pervading universe.



         {77}

Kneeling down by the motherly
Merced River, a pilgrim prays
To numinous living mountains
For awakening in immanence.

Vivid ethereal reflection
Of their spiritual lights suffuses
The gracious river of mercy,
Singing in eloquent silence:

“Neither measure space nor count time;
 You are in them, they in your mind.
 All things inhere in each other.
 Flow freely into eternity.”



     {78}

The waterfalls resound 
In my inner realm,
Pouring sacred water 
To purify my soul.

Amid perpetual thunders
Deep silence prevails. 
In ever-changing flows
Utter stillness inheres.

Let this life flow freely
  In the river of time 

         As water flows lowly
  To merge into the sea. 

May simple songs of life 
Spring up deep from my soul,
And gently flow forever 
From heart to heart in love.



In the Range of Light is a collection
of short poems, inspired by the sublime
light and divine music of the Yosemite
Valley and the High Sierra mountains
in California.
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	Sheer ethereal mists embrace
	The stately Sentinel Rock,
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	Lofty peaks disappear
	On half-frozen streams—I adore

	A pilgrim pauses by the river,
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